VISIONS IN

STE M
EDUCATION

SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS

TEACHERS
TRAVEL

DISCOVER A NEW STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

At Visions in Education, we’re in tune with the needs of our Party Leaders. We are
proud of the cutting edge innovation and development that we have cultivated and
continue to provide in the school market. Our mission is simple: to provide you
and your party with the very best value, service, and quality. As a leading tour
specialist for schools, our success is based on our attention to detail and our
strong belief that a school trip should be more than a tour. It should be the
experience of a lifetime.

LEADER SUPPORT

SCHOOL SUPPORT

PUPIL SUPPORT

Choosing the right tour for your
trip is vital. Our experienced
team is with you throughout the
process to help advise and
support you every step of the way.
From initial tour planning to the
tour itself, we are confident that
your experience with us will be
the best ever. We take immense
pride in our services, our
commitment and our dedication to
you, the Party Leader.

With a commitment to quality and high
standards you can be confident in a
world-class tour. Your school management
team will be delighted with the feedback
not only from staff but also from pupils
and parents. Our operating and safety
standards are the best in the business as
endorsed by our continuing association
with the School Travel Forum, the
Student & Youth Travel Association and
our earned certification of the ‘Learning
Outside the Classroom’ Quality Badge.

Dreams are the most exciting part
of a student’s education. At Visions,
we truly strive to provide an
experience outside the classroom
where dreams come true. We seek
out the best Master Classes,
stimulating programmes, and the
top destinations in the world to
inspire your students. With a unique
blend of culture and education, our
tours allow your students the chance
to make dreams become reality.

FREE

Based on 1 free
place for every 10
paying passengers
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EUROPE
British Automobile Design &
Technology
Caves of Han, Belgium
Design & Technology in Italy
Euro Space Center, Belgium
Fire & Ice, Iceland
Ireland STEM
Maltese STEM, Malta
Munich Design & Technology,
Germany
Roman STEM, Italy
Sizzling Sicily, Italy
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USA
Boston & Cape Cod STEM
Boston STEM, Massachusetts
Canyonlands of the Southwest,
Nevada
Capital STEM, Washington DC
Florida Bio-Blast
Florida Forensics
Florida Physics
Florida STEM & Business Masters
Miami & the Keys, Florida
New York Physics
NYC Mathematics & Money
NYC STEM
Ozarks STEM, Missouri
Savour the Southwest, Arizona
Snorkel Through Science, Florida
Texas Space STEM
The Great Grand Canyon,
Arizona & Nevada
The Last Frontier, Alaska
Tropical STEM, Florida
Yosemite STEM, California
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WORLDWIDE
Amazing Africa
Ancient Civilisations: Machu
Picchu, Peru
Costa Rica Eco-Adventure
Costa Rica, Nicaragua &
Panama Explorer
Cozumel STEM, Mexico
Ecuador & the Galapagos
India Unveiled
Marine Biology Down Under,
Australia
New Zealand, A learning
journey
Oriental STEM, China
Toronto & Niagara Falls,
Canada
Turtle Tracks, Costa Rica
Worlds of Ecuador

STE M
DISCOVER THE EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME

SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS
Our one-of-a-kind STEM tours are at the cutting edge of educational standards. From
Space Science and Marine Biology, to Mathematics, Design & Technology, we have a tour
to give your pupils a fully immersive ‘outside of the classroom’ experience. As a travel
company specialising in educational tours, we know that when students learn outside of
the classroom it not only adds credibility to what they are learning in their lessons, but it
also opens up a whole new creative awareness. We offer the unique access to
possibilities that captivate the senses, develop understanding and genuinely create a
desire for further study.

6

CONTINENTS

| 19

COUNTRIES

| 32

LOCATIONS

Let us take you there. Spanning the globe ensures you get the educational experience
that expands your pupils’ interests and a cultural experience that encourages them to
be citizens of the world.

BIOLOGY,
EARTH SCIENCE
& ECOLOGY

THE GREAT GRAND CANY0N
ARIZONA, NEVADA & UTAH, USA
7-DAYS / 6-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Imagine the most beautiful southwestern colours that splatter the
mountains, gorges and valleys in the midst of the majestic American
Southwest. The Grand Canyon paints a landscape only equalled by
the amazing geology and geography found at every turn. Explore
the landscapes, the sciences and the people that brought this - the
great Grand Canyon - to life.

COSTA RICA ECO-ADVENTURE

Brilliant biology - the lifeblood of every living organism. We have

COSTA RICA - MULTI CENTRE

yet to even touch the discoveries which will soon be bursting into

8-DAYS / 7-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

existence and the sky is our limit as we only scratch the surface of

Known across the globe as the leader in biodiversity and
sustainability, Costa Rica is a truly awe-inspiring destination that will
motivate students like no other. From magnificent volcanoes to
sun-drenched beaches and amazing rainforests, this tour spans four
regional areas, dipping into the very best. Amazing activities include
ziplining through the rainforest, bat studies, volcano hike, crocodile
safari, coffee plantation tour, whitewater rafting, and more.

possibilities that await us on our journey. Start your students on

the path to becoming future scientists by helping unearth life that

may stun, exhilarate and bewilder humankind while leading to

solutions that keep our planet safe. Steer your pupils to a life of

wonderment, shaping the future and pioneering new discoveries.
ORLANDO, TAMPA &
FLORIDAAFRICA
BIO-BLAST
| AFRICA
AMAZING
| SOUTH
CLEARWATER

10-DAYS / 9-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION
7-DAYS / 6-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION
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ICELAND: FIRE & ICE
REYKJAVIK, ICELAND

5-DAYS / 4-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

This picturesque island contains some of the most impressive
natural wonders found anywhere in the world. Spectacular
phenomena include smouldering volcanoes, slow-flowing glaciers,
extruding lava, gushing geysers, bubbling mud pots soothing thermal
pools and, in the darkness of winter, the magical northern lights.
With a focus on volcanology and geothermal science, we’ll uncover
geysers, glaciers, thermal pools, waterfalls, wildlife and more.

ALASKA: THE LAST FRONTIER | FAIRBANKS,

TURTLE TRACKS | COSTA RICA

8-DAYS / 7-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Explore Costa Rica through the eyes of a Turtle. Work to protect
and conserve the sea turtle eggs with early morning beach work plus
afternoon presentations by leading turtle conservation experts as we
work alongside the team at the Ostional Wildlife Preserve, a true
biological wonder. Known as one of the two most important areas in
the world for nesting Olive Ridley Turtles, mothers dig their eggs into
the black, volcanic sand. Additionally, get a chance to study other
animal species including iguanas, monkeys, coatis, crabs, and birds.

ANCHORAGE & SEWARD, ALASKA

Experience some of the most fascinating terrain, culture, and
scientific phenomena in the world. Seasonal Master Classes include
a study of the Aurora Borealis, nocturnal wildlife, geothermal
renewable energy, and a look at the Alaska Pipeline. Fascinating
excursions include the Alaska Railroad, the Kenai Fjords
Resurrection Bay Cruise, the Alaska Sea-Life Center, the Alaska
Wildlife ‘Big Game’ Conservation Center and more.

8-DAYS / 7-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

YOSEMITE STEM | SAN FRANCISCO &

MALTESE STEM | VALETTA, MALTA

YOSEMITE, CALIFORNIA

5-DAYS / 4-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

7-DAYS / 6-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

The interesting geography and mild climate, combined with the
hospitality of the Maltese people, makes Malta an absolutely
brilliant destination in the southern Mediterranean. With a
combined focus covering Marine Science, Biology, Geology,
Astronomy, Geography, Agriculture, Natural History, European
History and Culture, your students are sure to return with a new
love of education.

MIAMI & THE KEYS | FLORIDA
7-DAYS / 6-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Enjoy the amazing natural resources, beauty and history of Miami
and the stunning Florida Keys. This trip allows you to discover
dolphins, tour a turtle hospital, learn about alligators, get involved
with Florida bird rescue, learn about exotic fruits, snorkel the living
reef, cruise Biscayne Bay and even jump into Cuban history and
culture. A truly fantastic sampling of the very best of south Florida.

Immerse yourself in nature. As one of the world’s most stunning geological
wonders,Yosemite will allow you to explore one of the USA’s best national
parks, study climate change, ecology, geology, watershed and scientific
processes. Few things are more breath-taking than the High Sierras
where the renowned naturalist John Muir was inspired by the incredible
scenery. Be amazed by the majestic sequoias, the oldest trees on earth,
or spend a starry night watching the sky fill with infinite constellations.

“

As a school, we wanted to offer our students the highest scientific
study available and we certainly achieved this after our STEM trip to USA.
This was the best overseas educational tour we have ever undertaken enlightening, aspirational, memorable and truly life changing (and not just
for our students!). We have shown our students a career path that we
now know they will stride along until they reach their destiny.
- John R.
Texas STEM Party Leader

”

PHYSICS &
SPACE SCIENCE

Prepare to inspire and amaze your students with an immersion

into Physics and Space Science like no other. Our programmes

TEXAS SPACE STEM | HOUSTON, TEXAS
7-DAYS / 6-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Learn just what it takes to be a rocket scientist at NASA’s Johnson
Space Center. Students will learn how to land a rover on Mars,
analyse rock samples, loft a rock sample into Martian orbit and
then return it back to Earth in a rocket of their own design. They’ll
work with budgets and safety specifications all while investigating
everything from Rover design to space suits, SCUBA diving to
space physiology.

allow students to visit and work with top scientists and

NEW YORK CITY PHYSICS | NEW YORK

world-famous home of space travel with NASA in Houston where

Explore NYC's physics by day and then venture into Manhattan
nightly for fun. From the Brooklyn Bridge construction to the
aerodynamics of aircraft on board the Intrepid, you'll get a taste of
NYC that is guaranteed to motivate your pupils. Tour Columbia
University Physics Department, dive into the Liberty Science
Center with a Master Class plus spend time at the Museum of
Natural History. Extras include the 9-11 Memorial & Museum, the
Empire State Building and a NYC cruise to see the sights.

educators within our four carefully crafted tours. Experience the

pupils will meet a real astronaut, or step into space learning with

astronaut training in Belgium at Europe’s only residential

student space centre. In New York City and Florida, entertain

an eclectic mix of Physics learning experiences that no pupil will

forget. Are your students ready to reach for the stars?

5-DAYS / 4-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

EURO SPACE CENTER | TRANSINNE, BELGIUM

FLORIDA PHYSICS | ORLANDO

A unique centre dedicated to space travel and learning about our
galaxies and planets. This fascinating complex consists of training
courses, workshops and numerous exhibitions where students can
experience an array of interactive and visual displays. Activities are led
by teachers from the Belgian Ministry of Education and can be chosen
from three themes: Space Camp, Astronomy Camp and Rocket Camp.
Midweek as well as extended weekend opportunities are available.

Visit NASA for the ultimate astronaut experience at Kennedy
Space Center, jump into roller coaster physics at Universal’s two
Theme Parks with two onsite Master Classes, visit I-Fly indoor
vertical wind tunnel for gravity physics, take a spin on the Orlando
Eye and then cap everything off with a specialised physics lab at the
Orlando Science Center. Additional benefits include a visit to
WonderWorks, an airboat ride in the northern Everglades and more.

5-DAYS / 4-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

6-DAYS / 5-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

MATHEMATICS,
TECHNOLOGY
& DESIGN

MUNICH DESIGN & TECH | GERMANY
5-DAYS / 4-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Discover the full BMW experience with a behind-the-scenes look
at the assembly plant, spend a full morning at the incredible
Deutsches Museum of Science & Technology, visit the amazing halls
of the Verkehrszentrum Transportation Museum, add in the beauty
and intrigue of Swarovski Crystals and a day visit to the charming
city of Innsbruck, and you’ve got a week of Bavarian bliss. Fill your
evenings with fun too with bowling, discos and more!

BOSTON STEM | BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Allow us to introduce you to a world of mathematics, design &

6-DAYS / 5-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

technology that will captivate your students. Our bespoke

The world of high technology and its related fields are constantly
developing and pushing the limits of what is considered ‘possible’.
Boston is on the front line of scientific development and is the
perfect backdrop for this tour as we dive deep behind the scenes
in one of America’s greatest cities for detailed insights into the
evolving, ever-expanding fields of Technology, Robotics, Design
Research, and Genome / DNA Sequencing. From MIT to Harvard,
you’ll see the very best.

programmes offer a window into the realm of STEM wonders, seeing

first-hand how to achieve global excellence while working with local

scientists who share their personal stories and passions. Discover the

sheer brilliance of education by immersing your pupils in futuristic

discoveries including everything from luxury automobile technology
to robotic and mathematical developments in our modern lives.

MATHEMATICS & MONEY

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY IN BOLOGNA

6-DAYS / 5-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

4-DAYS / 3-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Jump behind the glitter of NYC and see its building blocks - finance,
maths and money. Pupils get a crash course in the stock market,
trading and Wall Street while discovering areas of mathematics such as
topology, cryptography, probabilities, algebra concepts and more. See
how mathematics is used in everything from aviation physics to
construction of mass transportation, explore engineering and physics
traversing the Brooklyn Bridge, plus loads of extras in amazing NYC!

Surrounded by the high-tech ‘super car’ industry, Italy is a designer’s
dream. Join us to get a first-hand look at the design, technology,
engineering and physics that go into some of their incredible cars
and explore the factories you’ve dreamt about - Ferrari, Ducati,
Lamborghini, Pagani. Just the names conjure up thoughts of
incredible sleek beauty. Immerse yourself in the design and style
that is just simply, Italy.

NEW YORK & NEW JERSEY

BOLOGNA, ITALY

MARINE
BIOLOGY &
OCEANOGRAPHY

Immerse your students in the mysterious life found in our

incredible oceans. Whether you dive or snorkel, a whole new
world of breathtaking aquatic life bathed in crystal clear

water awaits. With 3 incredible destinations to choose from,

selected for their biodiversity and educational programmes,

your pupils will come away charged with a new respect and

knowledge of these most delicate and vulnerable ecosystems

on our Blue Planet.

DID YOU KNOW?
More is known about the surface of the moon
than the depths of the ocean. 12 people have
stepped foot on the moon, but only 3 have been
to the Mariana Trench — the deepest part of the
ocean, at roughly 7 miles (11 kilometers) deep.

COZUMEL STEM | COZUMEL, MEXICO
7-DAYS / 6-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

There’s nothing quite like Cozumel. This incredible area is simply
bursting with underwater wildlife to give your pupils an
opportunity like no other. The STEM possibilities – where do we
even start? – from physics to chemistry, marine biology to
technology, it’s all here. True science in action. When you learn to
dive, you are using STEM resources that span the entire range of
influence. Students will study Marine Biology and Oceanography
plus earn their Open Water Dive certification.

MARINE BIOLOGY DOWN UNDER | AUSTRALIA
10-DAYS / 9-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

From environmental research to snorkelling on the Great Barrier Reef,
uncover the true beauty of Australia. Local scientists introduce you to
the biological complexities of tropical ecosystems with lectures and
practical field experiences. Learn to identify plant and animal species,
understand field sampling techniques and discover two UNESCO
World Heritage areas. With investigation of multiple terrestrial and
marine environments, you return home having a broad understanding
of biology, ecology, field techniques and Aboriginal culture.

SNORKEL THROUGH SCIENCE |

FLORIDA & THE KEYS

6-DAYS / 5-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

When you want to make a splash in marine sciences, join us in Florida to
discover the protected environments of the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary, Everglades National Park, and the John Pennekamp Coral Reef State
Park. With biologist-led snorkel sessions, pupils will learn about marine habitats
through snorkelling plus laboratory workshops and classroom lectures. Core
curriculum consists of seagrass ecology, mangrove ecology and coral reef
ecology study. Cap it off with an afternoon getting to know dolphins and
an extra day in Miami and you’re set up for an experience like no other.

CROSS
CURRICULUM

MULTI-FOCUSED TOURS FOR YOUR
COMBINED STEM DEPARTMENTS

BOSTON & CAPE COD SCIENCE

BOSTON & CAPE COD, MASSACHUSETTS
6-DAYS / 5-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Boston is a hot spot for scientific and technological innovation as
well as home to several world-renowned scientific institutions. Add
to that the fabulous seashore of Cape Cod and the incredible
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and you’re set up for an
absolutely brilliant trip that will leave your students spellbound.

“

While it is possible to learn concepts in class, there is no
substitute for real experience in the wider world. School trips provide
a great opportunity for pupils to gain such experience and face a
range of challenges that can contribute significantly to their personal
development. It raises the whole area of interpersonal skills,
including leadership, team work, trust and respect.

Visions offers such an array of choice it can sometimes be tough

getting the right balance for your group. With this in mind, we

have put together some fabulous trips with a broader appeal,
while still challenging students in STEM exploration. And if

there are some aspects which don’t fit your group, talk to us –
together we can fix it.

- Martin Hudson,
School Travel Forum Committee Member

FLORIDA FORENSICS

ORLANDO & GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA

ANCIENT CIVILISATIONS: MACHU PICCHU

7-DAYS / 6-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

8-DAYS / 7-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Learn from real crime scene investigators and get hands-on experience
with criminal investigations. Students will be in and out of crime scenes
learning how to lift prints from all types of surfaces, how to do casting
impressions of footprints and tyre prints, alternate light source
applications, crime scene photography, blood spatter analysis, sketching
and diagramming of crime scenes, courtroom testimony and more. Also
included is fun time in Orlando and at the Kennedy Space Center.

Discover the amazing South American lands of beautiful Peru and
the Quechua and the Aymara peoples. Trek the path to Machu
Picchu and learn about Incan civilization. Visit the Pisac Market,
Ollantaytambo and the Sacred Valley. Learn about the people, their
lands and their heritage as we blend history with archaeology.
Explore Lima, Cusco and more as we walk the paths of the ancients.

PERU

”

NYC STEM | NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK
5-DAYS /4-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Jump in to sample one of America’s greatest destinations. While
based in the heart of Manhattan, groups will explore the ultimate
scientific treasures New York City has to offer. With incredible
Master Classes included, students focus on Marine and Animal
Science, Palaeontology, Geology, Ecology and Engineering
combining excellent academic components with fun activities in
the electrifying backdrop of high-energy New York City.

CAPITAL STEM | WASHINGTON D.C.
6-DAYS / 5-NIGHTS IN DESTINATION

Washington D.C. is one of the world’s most intriguing cities offering
brilliant study opportunities. From incredible institutions such as the
Smithsonian, to the intriguing collections on the science of
espionage at the International Spy Museum, Visions has rounded up
the ‘best of the best’ to give our students one of the most
incredible tours offered anywhere. From Forensic Anthropology to
Aerospace Physics, Ghost Walks to Medieval Dinners, you will not
find a better-rounded scientific journey for your students.

TROPICAL STEM | ORLANDO, ANNA MARIA

ISLAND, TAMPA & THE FLORIDA KEYS, FLORIDA
TOTALLY CUSTOMISED

Florida is a place you won’t want to miss for working STEM study.
With theme parks of every kind and stunning blue oceans alongside
alligators and everglades, there is something that will intrigue every
member of your group. Because we are the leader in STEM tours to
Florida, we offer a totally custom made tour with plenty of options for
every type of STEM study. From marine biology to roller coaster physics
to ecological conservation, it’s all here. Contact us for the latest possibilities.

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS YOU WON’T WANT TO MISS!
Minimum of 8 students

JANUARY (1st week)
Cozumel STEM & Scuba: Cozumel, Mexico
Jump into an amazing underwater world as you get
certified to scuba dive, explore marine biology,
oceanography and Mayan history. Life is on the
beach with an all-inclusive week filled with amazing
sciences, great food and new friends.
FEBRUARY (2nd & 3rd weeks)
STEM Sisters: Johnson Space Center, Texas
Girls come together to experience a 5-day
engineering mission working within a NASA budget,
knowing that funds may be decreased at any time
due to budget cuts and more. Experience the real
NASA world, brunch with an astronaut and more!
APRIL (1st week)
Florida Forensics: Orlando & Gainesville, Florida
Learn from real crime scene investigators with forensic
training that will take your CSI skills to the next level.
Plus add in some of Florida’s best with a day at NASA,
an Everglades experience, and fun time in Orlando!
Florida Bio-Blast: Orlando, Tampa & Clearwater,
Florida (1st week)
Discover stunning blue oceans alongside alligators
and everglades! From marine biology with ‘Winter’ at
Clearwater Aquarium to swimming with the
manatees in Crystal River, this week is all about
biology!
JUNE (4th week)
Mathematics & Money: New York City
Experience a world of mathematics and finance as
we explore NYC in a group event that is sure to

fascinate every participant. Wrap it up with a
Mathematical Challenge and try to bring home the
top prize!
JULY (2nd week)

Pura Vida: Costa Rica
Explore stunning Costa Rica in an ecology and biology
trip that crosses the country to explore everything
from volcanoes to rainforests. Master Classes range
from coffee to bats to chocolate. Activities include
rainforest ziplining and whitewater rafting.
Italian Design & Tech: Bologna & Venice, Italy
(3rd week)
Spend incredible days exploring the best of Italian art
and design. Visit supercar factories and food
producers and top it all off with a superb day in
Venice that includes glass and gondola craftworking.
Arts and culture extension options to Florence and/or
an additional night in Venice.
OCTOBER (3rd & 4th weeks)
Mission to Mars: Johnson Space Center, Texas
International schools come together on an
engineering ‘Mission to Mars!’ From Martian habitat
design to rover engineering and a scuba session for
Zero-G training, get ready and prepped for Mars!
STEM Sisters NYC: New York City
(3rd & 4th weeks)
An international all-girls event to study physics,
engineering and chemistry in the heart of NYC.
Includes guest speakers, a mentorship opportunity
and an itinerary filled with STEM study, sightseeing
and fun!

OUR PRODUCTS .....
At Visions in Education we pride ourselves on each and every one of our products.
From our world-class ski destinations, to our high calibre performing arts trips and
unbeatable STEM events, we cover all the bases to ensure we can serve you in any

curriculum area to inspire students. Our skilled travel advisors are experts in all of
our products and are available to discuss and share information on all that we have

to offer.

STEM DISCOVERY

Let us give your classroom experience a new dimension. While the classroom has
always been a strong platform to teach science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics, there is no better way to bring those studies to life than to
experience them first hand. Our unique and dynamic Master Class
programmes bring the lessons off the page and apply real world applications
to encourage STEM study. Allow your pupils the opportunity to explore
history, geography, and global customs while taking in a wealth of knowledge
alongside specialists and experts in their fields.

Our STEM team know that when students learn outside of the classroom, it not
only adds credibility to what they are learning in their lessons, but it also opens up a
whole new creative awareness.

SKI & BOARD

ACADEMY OF THE ARTS

Along with our excellent ski resorts, we offer unbeatable Party Leader
support, outstanding value and service, and all the important requirements that
have made our programmes legendary. Discover our standard of excellence!

Arts activities include Dance, Drama, Choir, Musical Theatre, Band, Art and
Media. Ask us about our brilliant tours and talk to our Arts Team about your
school’s needs.

We take pride in only offering exciting winter sports tours to stunning, tried
and tested destinations in Europe, the USA, and Canada. Visions Ski also
offers you a series of exclusive resorts where we are the only school
operator, and therefore are able to deliver an unmatched school ski and
board experience. Whether you are seeking the perfect secluded resort
or a fully active week combining great skiing with incredible evening
activities, we have something very special for your group.

Visions sets the standard for performing and expressive art tours to Europe,
the Americas and beyond. From China to New York, Costa Rica to Greece,
our arts weeks are grounded in Master Class and performance
opportunities that will take your students to the next level with
incredible inspiration. A must for all forward thinking departments.
Unique personalised itineraries ensure your school will experience the
very best from around the world.

VISIONS SPORTS

LANGUAGE & CULTURE

Whether you want to visit the Vatican or study language in Latin America, our
team can take you there. We have redefined the language tours of old to a
truly immersive cultural tour for today’s youth. With brilliant tours
including Africa, China, India, Italy, Spain, Greece, Iceland, Ecuador, Costa
Rica, Mexico, Peru, Panama, Ghana, Australia and New Zealand set your
expectations high with a Visions culture tour.

Our worldwide tailor-made sports tours offer an exciting and established range
of quality sporting tours featuring tournaments, fixture tours and coaching
classes as well as instruction and competition for individual sports. A must
for the progressive Physical Education department.
Our sports include Football/Soccer, Hockey, Basketball, Netball, Lacrosse,
Rugby, Cricket, Tennis, Golf, Martial Arts, Water Sports, Swimming and
Scuba Diving. Ask us about our wide range of exclusive events including
our Dive Fest SCUBA week.

VISIONS NETBALL

At Visions Netball we work with some of the most respected names in the
netball world delivering up to date coaching sessions and tournaments with
incredible fast-paced competition. We offer both standard and custom
tours at many exclusive venues, only available to Visions Netball.
Our tours are excellent value for money with many inclusions not
typically offered in a tour or tournament. We have secured a number of
strategic partnerships with both UK Superleague teams, players and
international coaches and can offer events both in Europe and worldwide.
Visions Netball has the ability to meet your teams needs from beginner to
advanced - every ability level is always welcome.

We believe that by educating our students to local customs, peoples and
their environment, we change the world a little bit each time.

TESTIMONIALS

“

Having been involved in numerous
school trips in the 45 years I've been in
education, this was by far the most amazing
and totally different.

”

- Mike R. Party Leader

“

Very impressed with the whole
experience from booking up to arriving home.
The experiences the students had were
amazing and everything was planned to
perfection. Thank you.

”

- Jennie L. Party Leader

UK | BOLNEY PLACE COWFOLD ROAD BOLNEY WEST SUSSEX RH17 5QT | 01444 810399
USA | SOUTH BUSINESS 65 BOX 813 HOLLISTER MISSOURI 65673 | 417.231.4892
visionsineducation.co.uk | visions-in-education.com
info@visionsineducation.co.uk | info@visions-in-education.com

